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YOUNG ALUMNI,
UNITE!
Whether you’ve planted roots
in Manhattan, New York, or
Manhattan, Kansas, it’s easier than ever to connect with
alumni in your neighborhood
now that the Recent Alumni
Network (RAN) and the
Young Alumni Leadership Circle (YALC) are expanding to cities across the country.
For years RAN has offered New York–area alums who
have graduated in the past 10 years a full schedule of metropolitan events, including wine tastings, happy hours,
theater, and local sports outings. More recently, the
YALC has welcomed those grads who support The Fund
for NYU. Its main attractions are two annual networking
receptions, one hosted by an NYU trustee, but YALC
membership also offers complimentary admission to many
campus events and all NYU regional events, and an NYU
Alumni Card, which has benefits of its own.
“We keep hearing how excited alums are to meet NYU
people in their own communities, so it was natural for us to
boost these two existing groups nationwide,” says Tanya
Mújica, director of development. “We’re looking forward
to sponsoring a number of events and providing new platforms for these alumni groups.”
For more information on RAN and YALC and their
expansion plans, join the RAN Listserv by sending a blank
e-mail to join-recent-alumni@lists.nyu.edu or find them
in MySpace and Facebook as “The Recent Alumni Network.” To get information on YALC and how you can
become a member, e-mail alumni.yalc@nyu.edu.
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American in the post.

YOUNG ALUMNI,
UNITE!
Whether you’ve planted roots
in Manhattan, New York, or
Manhattan, Kansas, it’s easier than ever to connect with
alumni in your neighborhood
now that the Recent Alumni
Network (RAN) and the
Young Alumni Leadership Circle (YALC) are expanding to cities across the country.
For years RAN has offered New York–area alums who
have graduated in the past 10 years a full schedule of metropolitan events, including wine tastings, happy hours,
theater, and local sports outings. More recently, the
YALC has welcomed those grads who support The Fund
for NYU. Its main attractions are two annual networking
receptions, one hosted by an NYU trustee, but YALC
membership also offers complimentary admission to many
campus events and all NYU regional events, and an NYU
Alumni Card, which has benefits of its own.
“We keep hearing how excited alums are to meet NYU
people in their own communities, so it was natural for us to
boost these two existing groups nationwide,” says Tanya
Mújica, director of development. “We’re looking forward
to sponsoring a number of events and providing new platforms for these alumni groups.”
For more information on RAN and YALC and their
expansion plans, join the RAN Listserv by sending a blank
e-mail to join-recent-alumni@lists.nyu.edu or find them
in MySpace and Facebook as “The Recent Alumni Network.” To get information on YALC and how you can
become a member, e-mail alumni.yalc@nyu.edu.
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FL, office of the national law
firm of Baker & Hostetler
LLP. Raleigh received her

Want to Hear More About Alumni
Activities? Contact Us!

Make the Right Choice
for the Right Reasons:
The NYU Charitable
Gift Annuity

In these days of low market interest rates, you can provide a
high, secure source of income for yourself by contributing to the NYU
Charitable Gift Annuity. Earn a higher income than you can get from
bonds or CD’s – and make a gift that will ultimately support NYU.
Providing for NYU is also a tax-wise investment strategy. You

law degree, cum laude, from

obtain an income tax deduction, and your annuity income will be taxed

the University of Miami

advantageously to you. If you make your gift with appreciated stock,

School of Law.

you avoid up-front capital gains tax, so the entire value of your gift is
available to pay you a high level of income.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

SCHOOL OF LAW

RISA WILLIAMS / TSOA

HEIGHTS COLLEGES

ARTS AND SCIENCE

212-998-6400

’97, ’98 / recently

GENERAL STUDIES PROGRAM

212-998-4639

LAW.ALUMNI@NYU.EDU

co-authored Cinescopes:

income to you alone, or to you and your spouse, or to another loved

212-998-4639

GSAS.ALUMNI@NYU.EDU

What Your Favorite

one. Begin earning income immediately, or direct that the income

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Movies Reveal About You

begin at a specified date in the future, such as before your retire-

INSTITUTE OF FINE ARTS

212-263-5390

(Quirk Books), which

COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY

212-992-5804

ALUMNI@MED.NYU.EDU

delivers a personality

ment. It’s rewarding, tax-wise, and simple, and it adds up to an
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IFA.ALUMNI@NYU.EDU
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intelligent investment for you and NYU.

CAS.ALUMNI@NYU.EDU

DENEAN.PAULIK@NYU.EDU

SILVER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
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212-998-9189
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
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Hill Health Corp in New

Sound Financial Planning
for You and Your Family
Please contact us for more information:
NYU Office of Gift Planning

If you are 78 years of age and contribute
$10,000 to the NYU Gift Annuity, you receive
the following benefits:
Rate of Return:

25 West Fourth Street
New York NY 10012-1119

Guaranteed annual income for life:

212-998-6960
gift.planning@nyu.edu

Income tax charitable deduction:
(Deductions may vary. Contact us
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alumni adventures

EXPLORE NEW CORNERS
OF THE GLOBE WITH
FELLOW ALUMS
Ever dreamed of swimming
in Iceland’s geothermal
Blue Lagoon? It’s easier
than ever since the NYU
Alumni Travel Program
has nearly tripled its vacation destinations for 2009.
While the program still literally sets sail on cruises to
perennial favorites such as Italy, Spain, the Galápagos Islands, and Antarctica, it has branched out to include excursions to Iceland, Tanzania, and beyond.
There are also new opportunities for eco-tourists
to jet to Manitoba to catch a glimpse of the polar
bears as well as for global philanthropists, who might
volunteer on a cheetah sanctuary in Namibia. Wherever you choose to roam, the NYU Alumni Travel
Program promises not to be your typical vacation.
All packages introduce local culture and customs
and rely on native tour guides to better connect
travelers with the places they visit. Voyages depart
throughout the year, offering options for everyone’s
calendar, and are open to all NYU alumni and their
family and friends.
The 2009 travel catalog is available at alumni
.nyu.edu/benefits/travel.shtml.
For more information on the NYU Alumni Travel Program,
contact Marian Newsom at alumni.info@nyu.edu or call
212-998-6985.
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commencement

Buy Me Some Peanuts and Mortarboard Caps…

Obituaries
New York University mourns the recent passing of our alumni, staff, and friends, including:

The scene brought to mind “Take Me Out to the

one of the last major non-baseball events to be held at

Ballgame,” but graduates heard the traditional

the stadium, which opened in 1923 and was the home

“Pomp and Circumstance” march as NYU celebrated its 176th commencement ceremony in
Yankee Stadium last May. A much needed renovation of Washington Square Park—home to commencements from 1976 to 2007—prompted the temporary
move to “The House That Ruth Built.” The event marked

LILIAM E. WEIDENHAMMER / WSC ’29, GSAS ’34

J. BOYD HENSON / LAW ’48

JONATHAN L. ROSNER / LAW ’59, FACULTY

BENJAMIN ZACKIM / DEN ’30

JACK W. KAY / STERN ’48

ALBERT L. BRUNELL / LAW ’60

ALBERT MEYEROWITZ / STERN ’31

MILDRED H. NEUSSE / NUR ’48

DANIEL E. MURRAY / LAW ’60, ’63

ANDREW FRANKS / MED ’32, FACULTY

HERBERT G. RESNICK / MED ’48

LISTER CHATMAN / STERN ’61

ETHEL BROCINER CHERNACK / LAW ’33

ROBERT TREUHAFT / STERN ’48

HELEN LEVEN / STEINHARDT ’61

MILTON F. KIRCHMAN / WSC ’33, IFA ’35

GERALD FOX / WSC ’49

MAURICE MACHOVER / GSAS ’61, ’63

ABRAHAM D. MOLLIN / DEN ’35

ABRAHAM M. GOLDMAN / MED ’49

LENA PATRICIA DE CONDO / STEINHARDT ’62

ALLAN N. ARVINS / DEN ’36

ELLEN ANGRES LOEB / STEINHARDT ’49

KENNETH WILLIAMSON / LAW ’62

E. LAWRENCE DECKINGER /

ALBERT HARRISON MOORE / GSAS ’49

MICHAEL COOK / LAW ’64

ARTS ’36, GSAS ’37, STERN ’47

ARNOLD SAMUELS / STERN ’49

PHILIP GILDEN / STERN ’64

JULIAN HIRSCHFELD / STERN ’36

RUTH LARSEN BUCK / LAW ’50

JACK FRIEDLAND / DEN ’65

ABRAHAM M. OSHLAG / ARTS ’37, MED ’41

THEODORE CORBITT / STEINHARDT ’50

JAY S. HARRIS / LAW ’65

JACOB GORLIN / WSC ’38

JOHN J. KIRCHENSTEIN / ARTS ’50

MICHAEL J. SALTSER / LAW ’65

SAMUEL NOOGER / ENG ’38

IRA LEVIN / WSC ’50

INEZ MCCOY GREENSTADT / STEINHARDT ’66

HAROLD POMERANZ / LAW ’39

MARTHA BENEDICT SOLNIT / GSAS ’50

ELIZABETH R. ISBISTER / SSSW ’66

FREDERICK DOPPELT / WSC ’40

JOSEPH A. WEINBERGER / LAW ’50

JOHN ANTHOLIS / LAW ’69

RICHARD A. HARRIS / STERN ’40

WILLIAM A. DWYER / MED ’51

EDWARD W. HARKER / LAW ’69

GABRIEL C. GODMAN / ARTS ’41, MED ’44

PAUL GOLDHILL / MED ’51

MAZHAR MALIK / ENG ’70

IRWIN H. NADEL / STERN ’41, LAW ’53

RENATO R. ROMAN / STERN ’51, LAW ’55

DR. JOAN E. WALSH / NUR ’70

RICHARD K. BERNSTEIN / ARTS ’42

BERNIE BRILLSTEIN / TSOA ’53

DOROTHY KASMAN / STERN ’72

STANLEY NEMSER / ARTS ’42

MILDRED NEUMANN OLSEN /

VICKI BETH O’HAR / ARTS ’72

base for all 26 of the Yankees World Series wins, before
it is torn down and play begins at a new, adjacent
facility in 2009.
On the night before commencement, the Empire
State Building (right) shined with purple light, alerting
the city of the special occasion.

SAMUEL T. SCHLAMOWITZ / MED ’42
REV. LAWRENCE R. AXELSON /
STEINHARDT ’43

STEINHARDT ’53

RICHARD H. FRIEDMAN / WSC ’73

S. RICHARD CARLTON / WSC ’54, LAW ’57

CHARLOTTE B. GERSHENSON / STEINHARDT ’75

JOHN H. REEDY III / GSAS ’54

MARTHA L. SEAMAN HESS / STEINHARDT ’76

JUAN FONSECA Y PICHARDO / MED ’43

SONIA Y. ROSE / STEINHARDT ’54

BARBARA B. ROUTH / NUR ’78

RUTH B. FREY / STEINHARDT ’43

CHARLES BENJAMIN SEARS / LAW ’54

LUELLA SUDE SMITHEIMER / STEINHARDT ’80

ALFRED J. TRAYNER / MED ’43

GEORGE WOLFGANG DENGLER / MED ’55

MARJORIE H. HELLERSTEIN / STEINHARDT ’81

J. RUSSELL COFFEY / STEINHARDT ’44

HERMAN L. FISHMAN / STERN ’55

RICHARD T. MULLER / LAW ’82

STANLEY GARLAND / STERN ’45

ROBERT A. LUSTBADER / STERN ’55

JOSEPH LIPP / STEINHARDT ’84

HARRIET KUPFERBERG / STEINHARDT ’45

EDWIN M. KAFTAL / MED ’56

NADINE L. GRASSO / SCPS ’90

JONATHAN S. SOGG / STERN ’46

ORIN LEHMAN / GSAS ’56

GEORGE A. RAPANOS / GSAS ’90

IGNATIUS J. STEIN / MED ’46

CHARLES PELLER / WSC ’56, MED ’60

BRIAN L. SILVERT / STERN ’99

EDITH WALDEMAR / STEINHARDT ’46

AMIEL RUDAVSKY / GSAS ’56, MED ’60

JOHN GIANUTSOS / MED FACULTY

EDWARD E. GALLER / DEN ’47

ARBIE M. DALE / STEINHARDT ’57

DAVID H. GREENE / FAS FACULTY

DONALD J. GREENE / STERN ’47

TERENCE D. DEVLIN / STERN ’58

MARTIN S. KIMMEL / MED TRUSTEE

DELORES POLLARD CARTER /

MURRAY KAGEL / STEINHARDT ’58

DICK NETZER / WAGNER

JANE SECOR / NUR ’58

DAVID J. OPPENHEIM / TSOA FACULTY

WILLIAM E. GANSS / MED ’48

WSC ’48, STEINHARDT ’54

ALAN BERGER / ENG ’59

ARTURO PENA / MED FACULTY

ROBERT S. GOLDENHERSH / LAW ’48

PEARL PAPASIAN / NUR ’59

JEROME S. SEILER / MED FACULTY
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campus lens
WHAT
SILENT RAVE
WHERE
UNION SQUARE PARK
WHY
MORE THAN 1,000 NEW YORKERS AND NYU STUDENTS DANCED TO THEIR OWN BEAT
AS EACH ROCKED OUT TO THEIR IPODS. THE PARTY WAS ORGANIZED ONLINE
THROUGH FACEBOOK AND FOLLOWS A TREND IN EUROPE—PARTICULARLY POPULAR
IN LONDON—WHERE LARGE GROUPS DANCE QUIETLY IN PUBLIC PLACES SOLELY
FOR THEIR OWN ENTERTAINMENT.
—Renée Alfuso—

80 / FALL 2008 / NYU

